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Undressing the Ad aims to empower readers to become media literate through the work of

deconstructing the consumer culture that surrounds them. By introducing critical scholarship on

advertising in a way that is accessible, the book attempts to show how issues of race, class, and

gender are expressed in contemporary advertising. The readings in this book take a decidedly

critical political perspective and explore how representation in advertising upholds certain economic

and political structures and subverts others, and exposes the myth that advertisements are merely

messages aimed at selling goods and services. Rather they are texts that shape contemporary

culture and shape our images of ourselves.
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Ever wonder what those ads in Victoria's Secret are really all about? Or, what about the psychology

behind the "This is your brain on drugs" public service announcements? Or, what's the deal with

Danny DiVito walking around munching on Dunkin' Donuts all through the movie "Other People's

Money?" (Yep, he brings up Dunkin' Donuts nine times during the movie.)Read "Undressing the

Ad," edited by a former J. Walter Thompson advertising copywriter, Katherine Toland Frith of Penn

State, and you'll never look at advertisements the same way. You'll be scanning the background of

ads for consumer-motivation clues, looking at the racial identities of actors in television ads, noticing

product placements in movies, and listening to ad dialogue to peg the consumer segment that

advertiser is going after.This is a well-written anthology, presented in a larger font than most such



texts, thus making it a fast and interesting read. Exploring how ad agencies "sanctify, mythologize,

and fantasize...[to] uphold some of the existing economic and political structures and subvert

others..." the contributors introduce undergraduates to excellent advertising scholarship on a wide

variety of topics - all intended to empower readers to see through the spell of Madison Avenue

spin-doctors - to become "media literate" to the point that they can deconstruct the consumer culture

that surrounds us all. Topics are as wide-ranging as their chapter titles indicate:(1) Undressing the

Ad: Reading Culture in Advertising by Katherine T. Frith, (Penn State)(2) Finding the Path to

Signification: Undressing a Nissan Pathfinder Direct Mail Package by Elizabeth Pauline Lester

(University of Georgia)(3) Sponsorship, Globalization, and the Summer Olympics, by Matthew P.
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